
“…I have been a member for many years now… Then the day arrived when I unexpectedly 
needed legal assistance…ACOE’s response was immediate, professional, and effective. 
Within hours I was in contact with an attorney who cared and was equipped to help me 
navigate very dangerous waters. ACOE, and ACOE’s attorneys, turned the theory of be-
ing covered into reality. Don’t be fooled; ACOE’s concern for and ability to help teachers in 
need is very, very real.” Selwyn M.

I really do appreciate the fact that ACOE will give its members facts and information 
needed without telling us how we should or should not vote. Robert P.

…I felt it (position transfer) was unjust and asked ACOE for help…Without hesitation, 
ACOE sent counsel to our aid to make sure we were not being denied our rights. Sanford P.

.. I met and worked with the local (ACOE assigned) attorney throughout the entire time 
and never had to pay any outside expenses…. my situation was solved fairly and with-
out any expense to me.. a great organization… Andrea M. 

I want to thank you for representing your members in every way that you advertise you 
will… very prompt in returning calls and answering questions, your legal counsel is outstanding, 
and your service has been wonderful. .. I have had the opportunity to use your legal service 
and was extremely pleased..within one hour one of your attorneys returned my call…and 
within two days the problem was solved to my complete satisfaction… I was never asked 
to pay one penny…. I was very impressed at how quickly and effectively they solved the 
problem. Bonnie S.

“I believe strongly in what ACOE stands for - I believe in doing what we need to do for our 
students and those who are responsible for them.. I appreciate that ACOE stands for principles 

and values and fights for what is right…. Thank you for fighting and standing for us.. Audra E.

THINGS TO DO......
 9 Like ACOE on Facebook.......AlabamaConferenceOfEducators(ACOE)  
 9 Follow ACOE on Twitter at .......ACOEducators     
 9 Follow ACOE on Pinterest...... Alabama Conference Of Educators (ACOE)
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